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Abstract
The current state of knowledge of genus g orientable crossing num-
bers of complete graphs through K11 is reviewed. It is shown that
cr3(K10) = 3, cr3(K11) ≤ 14, and cr4(K11) = 4. It is established with
the aid of an algorithm that there are precisely two non-isomorphic
embeddings of K9 with a hexagon with all its vertices distinct on a
surface of genus 3.
Introduction
Given a surface S and a graph G, a drawing of G has edges with two distinct
vertices as endpoints and no vertices that share three edges [1]. The crossing
number of G on S, denoted crS(G), is the minimum number of crossings
in any drawing of G on S. Good drawings are considered to have three
conditions: no arc connecting two nodes intersects itself, two arcs have at
most one point of intersection, and two arcs with the same node have no
other intersecting points. Optimal drawings have the minimum number of
crossings of G on S [2]. It can be shown that optimal drawings are good
drawings.
The crossing numbers of complete graphs Kn on orientable surfaces Sg of
positive genus has been an object of interest since Heawood’s map-coloring
conjecture in 1890 [3]. Despite significant progress, the values of the crossing
number for even rather small complete graphs on these surfaces has been
unclear. But when Kn−1 can be embedded in Sg, adding a vertex to the
embedding and connecting it to each of the n− 1 vertices can in some cases
produce a drawing with the lowest possible number of crossings, and in other
cases a different method is required. For example, one can obtain a drawing
of K5 with one crossing on the sphere after embedding K4, whereas a four-
crossing drawing of K8 on a torus cannot be obtained by embedding K7. A
four-crossing drawing of K9 on S2 was given by Riskin [4], and this drawing
can be obtained from an embedding of K8 by placing the ninth vertex in
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a quadrilateral face. In this paper, I show that K9 can be embedded on S3
with a hexagon with all vertices distinct, and the other three vertices in faces
adjacent to the hexagon. Thus, there is a drawing of K10 on S3 with three
crossings, and since it was shown by Kainen [5] that no smaller number of
crossings is possible, I have cr3(K10) = 3.
The Heawood Conjecture
Given a graph G, the chromatic number of G, denoted χ(G), is the minimum
number of colors needed to color the vertices so that no two neighboring
vertices have the same color. In 1890, Percy John Heawood posed a question
that would soon spark broad interest in embedding graphs in surfaces: given
a surface S, consider all graphs G that can be embedded in S. What is the
highest chromatic number χ(G) of all of them? The four color map problem,
which asks the same question of the sphere S0, had been widely known since
1852. Heawood proved that χ(G) ≤ b7+
√
1+48g)
2
c for all graphs G that can be
embedded on a surface of genus g, and claimed that for any surface of genus
g, there is a graph G achieving this upper bound [3]. He also showed that the
chromatic number of a torus is seven, proving his claim for g = 1. In 1891,
Lothar Heffter described how to embed K7, K8, K9, K10, K11, and K12 in a
surface of minimum genus, proving Heawood’s claim for g ≤ 6 [6]. Gerhard
Ringel proved the case g = 7 by embedding K13 in 1952, and he started to
consider Kn for the twelve cases of of n modulo 12. Finally, in 1968, Gerhard
Ringel and J. W. T. Youngs proved the Heawood map-coloring theorem by
finding embeddings for all residues modulo 12, with the help of Jean Mayer
and others for a finite number of cases not covered by their proof [7]. Thus
Heawood’s conjecture was proved for all orientable surfaces. It is also true
for non-orientable surfaces except for the Klein bottle. In the course of their
work, Ringel and Youngs established a relationship between the genus of a
complete graph and chromatic number of a surface. Given n, if p is the
largest integer such that γ(Kp) ≥ n, then (p−3)(p−4)12 ≥ n ≥ (p−3)(p−2)12 . This
inequality is equivalent to p2 − 7p + 12 ≥ 12n ≥ p2 − 5p + 6. Solving for p,
it can be seen that if γ(Kn) = d (n−3)(n−4)12 e, then χ(Sg) = b7+
√
1+48g)
2
c [8][9].
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Known Results
A similar question arose: what is the minimum crossing number of graphs?
In 1960, Guy conjectured the minimum crossing number of complete graphs
on a genus 0 surface: Z(n) = 1
4
bn
2
cbn−1
2
cbn−2
2
cbn−3
2
c [10] [11]. The conjecture
has been proven for n ≤ 12 [12], but the crossing number for n ≥ 13 remains
unconfirmed. In 1968, Richard K. Guy, Tom Jenkyns, and Jonathan Schaer
proved the lower and upper bounds of the toroidal crossing number of the
complete graph as 23
210
(
n
4
)
and 59
216
(
n−1
4
)
when n ≥ 10 [13]. Paul C. Kainen
proved a lower bound for the crossing numbers of complete graphs, bipartite
graphs, and cubical graphs in 1972: crg(Kn) ≥
(
n
2
)− 3n+ 3(2− 2g). Kainen
conjectured that crg(Kn) is equal to this lower bound whenever g is one less
than the genus of Kn and Kn does not provide a triangulation of Sg+1 [5].
However, Adrian Riskin disproved Kainens conjecture by showing the genus
2 crossing number of K9 graph is 4, not 3 as Kainens conjecture suggests
[4]. In 1995, Farhad Shahrokhi, Lszl A. Szkely, Ondrej Skora, and Imrich
Vrt’o proved a theorem that gives a lower bound for the crossing number.
Given a graph G, when n
2
e
≥ g, the crossing number is at least ce3
n2
. When
n2
e
≤ g ≤ 3
64
, the crossing number is at least ce
2
g+1
[14].
n (mod 12) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
f(n) 0 3 5 0 0 5 3 0 2 3 3 2
Table 1: f(n) gives the number of edges that would need to be added to an
embedding of Kn on a surface of its minimum genus to obtain a triangulation
The Genus 3 Case: Program
Thus any embedding of K9 on S3 has either three quadrilateral faces, a
quadrilateral and a pentagon, or a hexagon. Table 1 shows the number of
edges that would need to be added to obtain a triangulation of the surface
for each complete graph Kn.
Given an embedding of a graph G with vertices labelled 1, . . . , n on the
orientable surface Sg, a rotation sequence for this embedding consists of n
rows, where each row ri is the sequence of vertices met opposite vertex i along
each edge incident to vertex i in clockwise order, starting from a given edge.
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The Heffter-Edmonds Rotation Principle states that every rotation sequence
has a unique orientable graph embedding.
I built an algorithm constructing all rotation sequences for K9 on S3.
I determined that there exists an embedding of K9 on S3 that contains a
hexagon with 6 distinct vertices. Furthermore, I know that three vertices are
in triangular faces adjacent to this hexagon.
To enumerate all embeddings of K9 on S3, I generated arbitrary permu-
tations of vertices as rows of candidate rotation sequences and checked:
1. orientability: if an edge shows up in two rows, it is in opposite order;
2. if the number of triangular faces mentioned is less than or equal to 22;
3. if each edge is in at most two faces;
4. if the faces containing a given vertex make a cycle of length 8.
Heffter already showed an embedding of K9 on S3 with 22 triangles and
one hexagon that contains a vertex mentioned twice. If there is a hexagon
with distinct vertices and the other three vertices in faces adjacent to that
hexagon, a tenth point inside the hexagon will be able to connect to all
six vertices of the hexagon and to the other three vertices with only three
crossings. Thus, if I find such an embedding, then the genus 3 crossing
number of K10 is 3.
Algorithm 1 generates all possible rotation sequences of the hexagon and
eliminates the impossible drawings. A hexagon with an outer edge showing
up in the same order of vertices means that the drawing is not orientable.
Sequences with more than 22 triangular faces or with edges contained in
more than two faces can be rejected. Thus, in the end, the program will only
print rotation sequences that produce an orientable surface of genus 3.
Using rotation sequences, I labeled the vertices from 1 to 9, giving each
vertex a row of different vertices it is connected to in order. In row 1, I may
assume that vertices 7, 8, and 9 appear in that order, meaning that there are
6!
3!
= 120 permutations to check. In each of the rows 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, the
first vertex after the hexagon must be the same as the last vertex before the
hexagon in the previous row. Thus there are 5! = 120 permutations to check
for each admissible permutation of the previous row.
This program first generates an array of vertices connected to vertex 1
excluding those with 3 as the last element. (Excluding 3 cuts down slightly
but is not technically necessary; thus this step is omitted from Algorithm 1.)
Then it generates another array of vertices connected to vertex 2 only if the
last element is not 4 and all outer edges are mentioned in the opposite order
compared to those in row 1. The same procedure is repeated until vertex 4,
4
when I now check that the number of triangular faces is less than 22, because
Heffter already proved that the number of faces in K9 on S3. For vertex 5, I
check that each edge is mentioned in at most two faces. The same is repeated
for vertex 6. This makes sure that the program does not have to go through
generating all sequences but only fully process sequences that have potential
to be an embedding. Lastly, I check if the cycle lengths of faces going around
vertices 7, 8, and 9 are 8. If so, the program prints the sequences so that I
can reproduce them into drawings.
Theorem 1. There are two non-isomorphic embeddings of K9 on S3 with a
hexagon with all six vertices distinct.
Proof. Algorithm 1 generated a total of eight rotation sequences with six
distinct vertices. Four of them were permutations of the rotation sequence
given in Table 2, and four were permutations of the rotation sequence given
in Table 3. In Case 2, three faces adjacent to the hexagon had non-hexagon
vertices and were adjacent to a triangle with another non-hexagon vertex.
This is not true of Case 1.
1 6 3 7 8 5 4 9 2
2 1 9 6 4 8 7 5 3
3 2 5 9 7 1 6 8 4
4 3 8 2 6 7 9 1 5
5 4 1 8 9 3 2 7 6
6 5 7 4 2 9 8 3 1
Table 2: First six rows of a rotation sequence embedding K9 on S3, Case 1
1 6 3 7 8 5 4 9 2
2 1 9 8 6 4 7 5 3
3 2 5 9 7 1 6 8 4
4 3 8 7 2 6 9 1 5
5 4 1 8 9 3 2 7 6
6 5 7 9 4 2 8 3 1
Table 3: First six rows of a rotation sequence embedding K9 on S3, Case 2
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Algorithm 1: Searching through all rotation sequences to find the set
of all embeddings of K9 on S3 with a hexagon with 6 distinct vertices.
output: rotation sequences with a hexagon with 6 distinct vertices
1 check perms of row(i):
2 Let ri,1 = i− 1 and ri,8 = i+ 1
3 forall permutations p of
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9} − {i} − {i+ 1} − {i− 1} − {v} do
4 fill in ri,3 through ri,7 with p
5 /* in lines 2 and 3, i+ 1 and i− 1 are to be read
mod 6 using the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 */
6 if any edge is in two rows in the same direction then
7 go to next p
8 if total number of faces mentioned through row ri > 22 then
9 go to next p
10 if any edge is in more than two faces then
11 go to next p
12 if i < 6 then
13 check perms of row(i+ 1)
14 if i = 6 then
15 if the total number of faces mentioned through row r6 is less
than 22 then
16 add this rotation sequence to set of candidates for further
verification
17 if for any j ∈ {7, 8, 9}, the triangular faces containing j do not
make a cycle of length 8 then
18 go to next p
19 print out the first six rows of the rotation sequence
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Check Number of Cases
Row 4: Check if edges opposite 969598
Check if number of faces ≤ 22 261359
Row 5: Check if edges opposite 1169027
Check if number of faces ≤ 22 3307
Check if each edge is in at most 2 faces 110
Row 6: Check if edges opposite 100
Check if number of faces ≤ 22 38
Check if each edge is in at most 2 faces 38
See if all 8 edges connecting to 7, 8, 9 make a cycle 8
Table 4: Number of arrangements of the first i rows of candidate rotation
sequence for K9 satisfying each criterion
Theorem 2. The genus 3 crossing number of K10 is 3.
Proof. Kainen’s inequality crg(Kn) ≥
(
n
2
) − 3n + 3(2 − 2g) gives the lower
bound of the crossing number of K10 on a genus 3 surface. With Algorithm
1, I found rotation sequences including a hexagon with 6 distinct vertices
and the other three vertices in faces adjacent to the hexagon. An additional
vertex in the hexagon will be able to connect with the six vertices of the
hexagon and cross an edge each for vertices 7, 8, and 9. The drawing is
shown in Figure 4.
The Genus 4 Case: Program
Although the foundations of the algorithm for K10 are similar to those of K9,
Algorithm 2 is different with one more vertex present. There is, of course,
one more place in each row. Most importantly, there are a total of 210
possibilities in the first row, because I may assume vertices 7, 8, 9, and 10
appear in that order and the middle seven elements have to be arranged so
that 7!
4!
. Other rows have 720 possibilities, because three elements are known.
The fact that this algorithm works so plainly for K9 is in part dependent
on the fact that no sequences giving fewer than 22 faces among the first six
rows turn out to exist. But for K10, the analogous algorithm outputs that
it is possible to have 26, 27, or 28 faces among the first six rows. I thus
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divide the algorithm into three cases: when there are 26 faces, 27 faces, and
28 faces. In the case of 28 faces, the algorithm is similar to the algorithm
for K9 in that I simply check if the cycle length of each vertex is 9. No
configurations existed with this property. For the case of 27 faces, I iterate
over triangles consisting only of vertices 7, 8, 9, and 10, adding each to the
collection of faces and checking whether it completes an embedding of K10.
8 configurations were found to be completable. In the case of 26 faces, I do
the same but with pairs of triangles instead of triangles. 11 configurations
were found to be completable.
Theorem 3. The genus 4 crossing number of K11 is 4.
Proof. Kainen’s inequality crg(Kn) ≥
(
n
2
)−3n+3(2−2g) gives a lower bound
of 4 for the crossing number of K11 on a genus 4 surface. With Algorithm 2,
I found rotation sequences including a hexagon with 6 distinct vertices and
the other four vertices in faces adjacent to the hexagon. An additional vertex
in the hexagon will be able to connect with the six vertices of the hexagon
and cross an edge each for vertices 7, 8, 9, and 10.
One of the rotation sequences is given in Table 5. The sequence does not
mention two faces: faces consisting of vertices 7, 8, and 10 and of vertices 7,
9, and 10. The corresponding embedding is shown in Figure 6.
1 6 3 7 8 4 9 5 10 2
2 1 10 6 7 4 8 5 9 3
3 2 9 8 10 5 7 1 6 4
4 3 6 10 9 1 8 2 7 5
5 4 7 3 10 1 9 2 8 6
6 5 8 9 7 2 10 4 3 1
Table 5: First six rows of a rotation sequence embedding K10 on S4
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Algorithm 2: Searching through all rotation sequences to find the set
of all embeddings of K10 on S4 with a hexagon with 6 distinct vertices.
output: rotation sequences with a hexagon with 6 distinct vertices
1 check perms of row(i):
2 Let ri,1 = i− 1 and ri,8 = i+ 1
3 forall permutations p of
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10} − {i} − {i+ 1} − {i− 1} − {v} do
4 fill in ri,3 through ri,8 with p
5 /* in lines 2 and 3, i+ 1 and i− 1 are to be read
mod 6 using the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 */
6 if any edge is in two rows in the same direction then
7 go to next p
8 if total number of faces mentioned through row ri > 28 then
9 go to next p
10 if any edge is in more than two faces then
11 go to next p
12 if i < 6 then
13 check perms of row(i+ 1)
14 if i = 6 then
15 if the total number of faces mentioned through row r6 is less
than 28 then
16 if the total number of faces is 27 then
17 check if triangles of vertices 7, 8, 9, 10 can complete an
embedding
18 if the total number of faces is 26 then
19 check if pairs of triangles of vertices 7, 8, 9, 10 can
complete an embedding
20 if the total number of faces is less than 26 then
21 add this rotation sequence to set of candidates for
further verification
22 if for any j ∈ {7, 8, 9, 10}, the triangular faces containing j do
not make a cycle of length 9 then
23 go to next p
24 print out the first six rows of the rotation sequence
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Check Number of Cases
Row 4: Check if edges opposite 868209541
Check if number of faces ≤ 28 79975
Row 5: Check if edges opposite 4290114
Check if number of faces ≤ 28 3588229
Check if each edge is in at most 2 faces 8860
Row 6: Check if edges opposite 187765
Check if number of faces ≤ 28 30226
Check if each edge is in at most 2 faces 747
See if cycle length around 7, 8, 9, 10 is 9 0
27 faces see if completable 8
26 faces see if completable 11
Table 6: Number of arrangements of the first i rows of candidate rotation
sequence for K10 satisfying each criterion
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Summary
g/n 8 9 10 11
0 18 36 60 100
1 4 9 23 [37, 42]
2 0 4 [9, 12] [16, 27]
3 - 0 3 [10, 14]
4 - - 0 4
5 - - - 0
Table 7: Range of crg(Kn)
The following figures show the drawings of complete graphs on different
genus surfaces. Figures 1 and 2 show K10 and K11 on a genus 2 surface. The
diagrams were based on Adrian Riskin’s cr2(K9) = 4 drawing.
Figures 3, 4, and 5 show graphs on a genus 3 surface using the rotation
sequences. Figure 3 shows an embedding of graph K9 on a surface of genus
3. Figure 4 is graph K10 on a genus 3 surface with 3 crossing numbers, which
is the lowest crossing number possible. Figure 5 shows K11 on a surface
of genus 3 with 14 crossings, which I establish as the upper bound of the
crossing number. Both Figures 4 and 5 were produced by adding a point on
each graph.
Figures 6 and 7 show graphs on a genus 4 surface also using the rotation
sequences. Figure 6 is an embedding of K10 on a surface of genus 4. Figure
7 shows cr4(K11) = 4.
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Figure 1: K10 on a surface of genus 2 with 12 crossings
Figure 2: K11 on a surface of genus 2 with 27 crossings
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Figure 3: Embedding of K9 on a surface of genus 3
13
Figure 4: K10 on a surface of genus 3 with 3 crossings
14
Figure 5: K11 on a surface of genus 3 with 14 crossings
15
Figure 6: Embedding of K10 on a surface of genus 4
16
Figure 7: K11 on a surface of genus 4 with 4 crossings
17
The crossing number for each complete graph when g = 0 has been ob-
tained using Guy’s conjecture Z(n) = 1
4
bn
2
cbn−1
2
cbn−2
2
cbn−3
2
c, which Pan
and Richter proved for n ≤ 12. The crossing numbers 4, 9, and 23 for
n = 8, 9, 10 when g = 1 were proven by Guy, Jenkyns, and Schaer. For
cr1(K11), Guy, Jenkyns, and Schaer prove that the upper bound of its cross-
ing number is 42, while the lower bound is 37 using 23
210
(
n
4
)
. The genus of the
complete graph was calculated using Ringel and Young’s established bound
γ(Kn) = d (n−3)(n−4)12 e, which is why cr2(K8), cr3(K9), cr4(K10), and cr5(K11)
are all 0. Riskin proved cr2(K9) = 4, and the lower bounds for the rest of the
complete graphs on different genus surfaces were established using Kainen’s
conjecture: crg(Kn) ≥
(
n
2
)− 3n+ 3(2− 2g).
The upper bounds for cr2(K10), cr2(K11), and cr3(K11) and values of
cr3(K10) and cr4(K11) are established above in Theorems 2 and 3 and Fig-
ures 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. Table 7 shows the lower and upper bounds for crg(Kn)
when g ≤ 5 and 8 ≤ n ≤ 11.
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